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WEEK 5 – Mountains & Volcanoes 

 
You are going to need a tuned instrument for today’s lesson.  
Please read the following notes of how to access one. 
 
HOW TO HAVE A XYLOPHONE or KEYBOARD AT HOME IF YOU DON'T 
HAVE ONE! 
 
Download the Free App - EasyXylo on ipads or iphones 
If you have an android phone or tablet you can look up virtual xylophone and see 
what FREE apps are available. 
 
OR 
Try this virtual piano 
https://www.apronus.com/music/flashpiano.htm 
 
OR 
MAKE YOUR OWN. You will need 2 bottles/glasses and a teaspoon. 
Fill each with different levels of water. 
Get the right pitch. 
You are going to need the sounds of A and E.  
Change the water levels until you have the correct pitch. 
A = https://youtu.be/zX3lemg1aWA 
E = https://youtu.be/0dIRvL2xgmU 
 
Label them, and tap on them with a spoon to make the correct sound. 
The A needs to be a lower sound than the E 

 
HALL OF THE MOUNTAIN KING by Edvard Grieg 
From the Peer Gynt Suite. 
 
Grieg's 'Peer Gynt Suite' tells the story of a young boy – Peer Gynt, who falls in 
love with a girl but is not allowed to marry her.  
He runs away into the mountains but is captured by trolls who take him to their 
King.  
Peer Gynt tries to escape but is chased by the trolls and runs into the troll King but 
eventually gets away. 
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Listen to  
Dan Starkey introduces Grieg’s in the Hall of the Mountain King. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p02fltbj 
 
Listen out for: The strings that play the sounds of Peer tiptoeing and running to 
escape. The tiptoeing sound is an effect called pizzicato where string players 
pluck the strings of their instrument rather than use a bow. 
 

HISTORY and BACKGROUND 
Listen to a little more in depth information 
In the Hall of the Mountain King by Grieg 
History and background presented by Dan Starkey. 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p028f62w 
 
ACTIVITY 1 
Listen to the footsteps at the beginning.  
PAT Left Right Left Right along with the music. 
 
ACTIVITY 2 
A - Drummer 
Have someone standing with a drum, facing the other way, and get them to tap 
the footsteps. 
 1 2 1 2 1 2 etc.  
Make the 1st beat louder than the 2nd. 
 
B - Creeper 
The other person must creep up to the drummer.  
The drummer will stop every now and again and turn, and the creeper must 
freeze.  
If the drummer sees you moving then it’s back to the beginning. 
 
This is just like the game Grandmother’s footsteps, and it is exactly what is 
happening in Grieg’s music. Peer is creeping, and doesn’t want to be heard. 
 
ACTIVITY 3 
PLAY the footsteps on a tuned instrument along to the music. 
Full orchestral performance 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p02b5bwl 
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ADD some percussion for the ending. 
BANG – a drum or a stamp 
CRASH – a pan lid and wooden spoon, a clap 
RUMBLE – fast pat on legs. 
 

 
 

 
GRAPHIC NOTATION 
In the Hall of the Mountain King - Musication 
https://youtu.be/e6XxTGXly-M 
 
Choose a colour and an instrument. (See the beginning of the clip) 
You could decide to use a clap, click, chest pat or stamp. 
Whatever you prefer. 
Watch the clip closely and play your instrument/body percussion when the 
conductor jumps on your colour/symbol.  
Keep in time. 
 

SING  
Enjoy singing along with this song. 
Lava 
https://youtu.be/uh4dTLJ9q9o 
 
There is a play on words in this song with the word Lava. 
Lava is the red molten (melted) rock that comes out of the volcano, but its also 
sounds like the word Love.  
In this song they use the word Lava instead of Love because they are volcanoes! 
 
Can you name 3 volcanoes around the world? 
Where do you think the volcanoes in this song come from?  
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